Abstract-In the field of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), many operators have been introduced for the traveling salesman problem. Most encoding schemes have various restrictions that often result in a loss of information contained in problem instances. We suggest a new chromosomal encoding scheme that pursues minimal information loss and a crossover scheme with minimal restriction for the two-dimensional (2-D) Euclidean TSP. The most notable feature of the suggested crossover is that it uses the 2-D tour images themselves for chromosomal cutting. We prove the theoretical validity of the new crossover by an equivalence-class analysis. The proposed encoding/crossover pair outperformed both distance-preserving crossover and edge-assembly crossover, which represent two state-of-the-art crossovers in the literature. We also tested its performance on a mixed framework that incorporates a large-step Markov chain technique into the framework of a traditional EA.
I. INTRODUCTION

G IVEN cities and a distance matrix
, where is the distance between city and city , the traveling salesman problem (TSP) requires finding a permutation that minimizes . In metric TSP, the cities lie in a metric space (i.e., the distances satisfy the triangle inequality). In a Euclidean TSP, the cities lie in for some ; the most-popular version is the two-dimensional (2-D) Euclidean TSP, in which the cities lie in . The Euclidean TSP is a special case of the metric TSP. In this paper, we only consider the 2-D Euclidean TSP.
The Euclidean TSP, as well as the general TSP, is known to be NP-hard [17] . Smith [39] showed that the 2-D Euclidean TSP could be solved to optimality in time. Christofides [10] proposed a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for metric TSPs that finds a tour of cost at most 3/2 times the optimum. Despite two decades of concerted effort, Christofides' work remains one of the algorithms with the best bound. It was proven that there is no polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for metric TSPs unless P NP [3] . Recently, Arora [2] suggested a PTAS for Euclidean TSPs that, for every fixed , finds a tour of cost at most times the optimum in time where is the dimension. However, the implementation was very slow, even for moderate values of , and there is no evidence that it can be implemented to be practically useful. The TSP and its variants have diverse practical applications such as vehicle routing, PCB design, X-ray crystallography, etc. More than 1700 related papers have been published during the past five years (see the INSPEC 1 database). Studies in various fields have been conducted in order to obtain reasonable suboptimal solutions for the problem. 2-Opt, 3-Opt, and the Lin-Kernighan (LK) algorithm [5] , [20] , [27] are representative local optimization algorithms. Among them, the LK algorithm [27] is the clear winner. Stochastic search methods such as simulated annealing [25] , artificial neural networks [36] , evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [16] , and tabu search [13] have been also applied to TSP.
The TSP is one of the most actively studied topics in the evolutionary computation community, too. The most successful experimental results have been provided by hybrid EAs that incorporate local optimization heuristics into EAs [21] , [7] , [30] , [33] , [24] . Hybrid EAs may be regarded as a kind of memetic algorithm [32] . An EA that does not use a local optimization heuristic is called a pure EA. The objects of crossover operators in pure EAs are different from those of crossover operators in hybrid EAs. Crossover operators in pure EAs should sometimes be able to produce offspring that are better than their parents. On the other hand, crossover operators in hybrid EAs 2 do not have to produce offspring better than their parents. Their object is guiding a local optimization heuristic to find the global optimum by providing promising initial solutions. Thus crossover operators in hybrid EAs are usually free from fine-tuning, which allows greater perturbation of solutions than in pure EAs. Various crossover operators such as order crossover [12] , cycle crossover [34] , partially matched crossover [18] , edge-recombination crossover [42] , [40] , and matrix crossover [19] have been suggested for the TSP. Freisleben and Merz [16] , [30] suggested the distance-preserving crossover (DPX) for TSP. To the best of our knowledge, Freisleben and Merz's hybrid EA with DPX and LK local optimization is in practice the best EA for TSP among the published algorithms.
In traditional EAs, encoding a solution into a linear chromosome or into a restricted form of a 2-D chromosome is considered to result in a loss of neighborhood information contained in the original problem instance. We have been concerned about this topic and the information loss could be partly alleviated by gene reordering or using some multidimensional encodings [6] , [7] , [9] , [31] . However, some information loss is unavoidable as long as we use such restricted forms of chromosomes. In this paper, we suggest an extreme strategy along such lines. We suggest an encoding strategy with minimal information loss and a suitable new crossover operator that pursues minimal restriction in chromosomal cutting to achieve the maximal creation power of new solutions. We also prove the theoretical validity of the suggested crossover by an equivalence-class analysis. We incorporate the new encoding and crossover strategy in hybrid EAs with the LK local optimization heuristic and compare the experimental results against two representative hybrid EAs with DPX [16] , [30] and edge-assembly crossover [33] , respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains previous approaches of EAs for the TSP and Section III describes the new encoding/crossover pair. Section IV presents the experimental results. Finally, Section V lists our conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
A. EA Approaches for TSP
There are many representations used to solve the TSP. They can be classified into several types by various ways (see [26] for more information). We divide EAs for the TSP into order-based approaches, analytic approaches, and locus-based approaches according to the way they represent a tour.
1) Order-Based Approach: As the TSP is a permutation problem, it is natural to encode a tour by enumerating the city indices in order. This approach has been dominant in EAs for the TSP. In such an encoding, the chromosomal location of a city is not fixed, and only the sequence is meaningful. Some representative crossovers performed on order-based encodings include cycle crossover [34] , partially matched crossover 3 [18] and order crossover [12] .
2) Analytic Approach: In this approach, the crossover is performed by analyzing the parent tours. Edge-recombination crossover [42] , [40] analyzes the cities adjacent to each city in the two parent tours and constructively generates a new tour from the information. Edge-assembly crossover (EAX) [33] generates special subcycles by alternately taking edges of the two parent tours, decomposes a parent tour using the subcycles, and repairs the intermediate individual to complete a new Hamiltonian cycle. DPX [16] , [30] extracts the common edges of the two parent tours and adds some edges to complete a new tour. Although these schemes do not depend on any specific chromosomal representation, they are still recombinative in the sense that they combine characteristics of the two parents. DPX and EAX showed impressive performance; to the best of our knowledge, a hybrid EA with DPX and LK local optimization has shown the best performance among EAs for TSP [16] , [30] . In Section IV, we will compare our proposed approach with it.
3) Locus-Based Approach: The locus-based approach is a traditional approach and the most popular in the field of EAs. In a locus-based encoding, every gene has a fixed location and the gene values have meaning only in association with the locations. Use of the locus-based approach has the effect that genes' geographical relationships affect the performance of EAs. Since EAs are motivated by natural evolution and nature uses DNAs with locus-based encoding, this approach has been standard for most EAs. For the TSP, however, the order-based approach has been dominant and, recently, the analytic approach has shown impressive results. One possible reason is that TSP is a permutation problem and representing a solution by an enumeration (permutation) of cities is the most natural approach. It is also not very easy to find a locus-based encoding.
The first locus-based encoding for TSP was suggested independently by Fox and McMahon [14] , Seniw [38] , and Homaifar et al. [19] . Fox and McMahon used a precedence binary matrix to represent a tour; if the element is 1, city occurs after city in the tour. One of the properties that such a matrix has is that the number of 1's is exactly . Seniw [38] and Homaifar et al. [19] used a binary matrix whereby if the element is 1, city directly follows city in the tour. There are exactly 1's in such a matrix. All of them represented a tour as an matrix. A drawback of these approaches is that crossover takes time to complete the matrix and it needs space to maintain the matrix. Bui and Moon [7] suggested a locus-based "linear" encoding. The chromosome consists of an array of integers. The th element represents the city following city in the tour. Their crossover takes time.
Since all the above encodings map each city to a location (or a row/column) in the chromosome, it is unavoidable that cities' geographical relationships are distorted. To alleviate this information loss, Bui and Moon [7] reordered the genes of cities and showed a performance improvement. It is, however, a mere alleviation of information loss. This is the motivation for this study. We suggest an extreme approach along these lines.
B. Multidimensional Encoding
A traditional one-dimensional (1-D) encoding is implemented easily but has an intrinsic, potential drawback: any solution to a problem has to be represented by a linear string. This probably causes the loss of information contained in the problems. For example, consider a grid graph as in Fig. 1(a) . Each vertex has up to four neighbors in the graph. However, if the graph is converted to a linear string as in Fig. 1(b) , each vertex has at most two neighbors instead of four; it is unavoidable that considerable adjacency information in the original graph is destroyed. This is a symbolic description of information loss by linear encodings. It is known that a fairly high dimension is needed to embed a general graph with reasonable distortion [28] . A 2-D encoding/crossover pair can reflect more geographical linkages of genes than 1-D encoding/crossover pairs [31] . Cohoon and Paris [11] proposed a 2-D crossover that chooses a small rectangle from one parent and copies the genes in the rectangle into the offspring, with the rest of the genes copied from the other parent. Anderson et al. [1] suggested block-uniform crossover, which tessellates a 2-D chromosome into blocks; genes in each block are copied as a group from a uniformly selected parent. Bui and Moon [8] suggested an -dimensional generalization of traditional crossover, which chooses crossover points on an -dimensional chromosome. Kahng and Moon [23] suggested a general framework for devising an -dimensional crossover. The principal merit of two-or higher-dimensional chromosomal encodings is that they preserve more geographical linkages of genes than the traditional linear encodings [8] .
Although multidimensional encodings can contain more information than one-dimensional encodings, restricted chromosomal encodings such as matrices or grids still cause information loss. In the case of the 2-D Euclidean TSP, if we have to assign each city to a slot [7] or a row of a matrix encoding [19] , the cities' Euclidean relationship is affected because the positions of cities are mostly not that evenly distributed. More unrestricted chromosomal encodings are desired in this context.
III. NATURAL CROSSOVER AND UNRESTRICTED ENCODING
For an instance of the 2-D Euclidean TSP, cities are located in a two-dimensional space. The relationships between cities are determined by their physical locations. Restricted chromosomal encodings like matrices or grids as well as linear encodings cannot represent exact information concerning cities' locations.
Bui and Moon [6] , [7] , [9] showed that the performance of an EA with a locus-based linear encoding could be affected dramatically by reordering genes' locations in the chromosome. The key idea was to help closely related genes to be placed near to each other in the encoding. They showed that, due to the reordering, high-quality schemata could be transformed to have shorter defining lengths and therefore higher probabilities of surviving during crossover [9] . A reordering technique for a locus-based linear encoding for TSP was suggested in [7] . Although the cities' geographical information is better reflected as a result of reordering, the information loss is intrinsically unavoidable by mapping a 2-D TSP instance to such a one-dimensional encoding. Information loss is thus unavoidable as long as we use some locus-based encoding other than the original distribution of cities. This is the motivation for our study.
We use the graphic image itself of a tour as a chromosome, which contains complete geographic information; information is minimally lost in the encoding stage. In other words, the genotype corresponds to the phenotype. Fig. 2(b) and (c) are two example chromosomes. The cutting curves for crossover are drawn on the 2-D images.
A. Natural Crossover (NX)
We name the suggested crossover NX. We describe it in the following with Fig. 2 as an example. 1) The graphic images of two tours are selected as parents [ Fig. 2(b) and (c)]. 2) Curves are freely drawn on the 2-D space where cities are located. They always partition the chromosomal space into two equivalent classes. Its validity is proven in the next subsection. As in Fig. 2(d) , curves partition the chromosomal space into two regions (white and gray), and every city belongs to one of the regions. Cities in one region are marked black and cities in the other region are marked white. 3) For every edge of the tour A, if both endpoints of the edge are marked black, it survives in the offspring; for every edge of the tour B, if both endpoints of the edge are marked white, it survives in the offspring. Then we have a number of disconnected subtours [ Fig. 2(e) ]. 4) Make a valid tour in a greedy manner by adding the shortest edges among those that do not cause a subcycle [ Fig. 2(f) ]. If we were to use the bitmap representation of a 2-D image, the cost of the crossover would be too expensive. Instead, in every generation, we first define the curves and examine the class of each city in the tours as described above. The cost of the crossover thus grows linearly with respect to the number of cities.
B. Theoretical Validity
Given a multidimensional encoding, an arbitrary chromosomal cutting does not necessarily make a valid crossover. A sufficient condition for a cutting strategy to make a valid crossover is that every cutting divides the chromosomal positions into two disjoint partitions. Then one can copy the genes in one partition from one parent to the offspring and those in the other partition from the other parent. A formal method for proving the validity is to find an equivalence relation associated with the cutting and to show that chromosomal positions are divided into two equivalence classes [23] . We prove the validity of NX using an equivalence-class analysis.
Consider a continuous 2-D space where . Definition 1: A cut is a simple closed curve lying within or a curve that enters , moves inside without crossing itself, and exits . Fig. 3 shows some sample cuts. We can draw plausible complex curves, such as found in Fig. 4 , by combining several cuts. For example, the curve in the first part of Fig. 4 can be considered to be a combination of a simple-curve cut and two closedcurve cuts.
A cut divides into two simply connected regions. Define a function associated with such that if lies in one of the two regions, and if lies in the other region. For completeness, assign if lies on the cut . We may symmetrically assign for this case. is an equivalence relation. The two equivalence classes associated with are and . We thus have the following conclusion from Fact 1. Fact 2: Every city of a 2-D-Euclidean-TSP instance belongs to one of the two equivalence classes with respect to one or more cuts of NX. Fig. 5 shows three cutting examples and the corresponding equivalence classes (represented by white and gray).
C. Implementation of Cuts
We do not have an efficient implementation for drawing fully free curves. Instead, we use four types of cuts-straight line, triangle, quadrangle, and ellipse. cuts are chosen at random among them allowing multiple occurrences. Determining a city's relevant region with respect to such a cut is a simple job in computational geometry [35] . For example, an ellipse is handled as follows: if if where , , , and are constants, and is the coordinate of a city. Fig. 6 shows a typical steady-state hybrid EA. We denote by DEA, EEA, and NEA the EAs using DPX, EAX, and NX, respectively. We programmed all the EAs in C++ language. DPX and EAX were implemented as described in the original papers [16] , [30] , [33] . In the experiment, the number of cuts was set to nine. Since the crossovers have different characteristics from one another, some parameters of the EAs were set differently for each crossover, reflecting the original papers as much as possible.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiments Under a Typical EA Framework
• Tour Construction Heuristic-The nearest-neighbor heuristic was used in DEA and NEA to initialize its population. 2-Opt was used in EEA.
• Population Size-50 for DEA and NEA. The population size of EEA was given differently according to each problem as in the original paper [33] ; the population sizes for lin318, att532, dsj1000, d2103, pcb3038, and fnl4461 were 300, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000, respectively.
• Selection Operator-Binary tournament selection.
• Mutation Operator-DEA and NEA used the double-bridge kick move, which is known to be effective from the literature [29] , [21] . Fig. 7 shows an example of the double-bridge kick move. The mutation probability is 0.1. EEA did not use mutation as recommended in the original paper [33] .
• Local Optimization-Both DEA and NEA used the LK algorithm. The LK used here is an advanced version incorporating the techniques of don't-look bit [4] and segment tree [15] which lead to a dramatic increase in speed. EEA did not explicitly use a local optimization algorithm, as in the original paper [33] ; but the crossover itself contains local optimization.
• Replacement Operator-The replacement operator in [7] was used where: 1) the more similar parent (in terms of Hamming distance 4 ) to the offspring is replaced if the offspring is better; 2) if not, the other parent is replaced if the offspring is better; 3) otherwise, the worst in the population is replaced.
• Stop Condition-The EAs stop when a shorter tour has not been found than the current best tour during consecutive 4 The number of different edges between two tours.
TABLE I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE THREE EAS WITH DIFFERENT CROSSOVERS
We made 50 trials of EEA for fnl4461 due to its excessively long running time. The experiment of EEA for rl11849 was skipped due to the huge memory requirement.
generations. was set to 10000, 10000, and 30000, for DEA, NEA, and EEA, respectively. Table I shows the experimental results of the three EAs on seven TSPLIB 5 [37] benchmark problems of sizes ranging from 318 to 11 849 cities. In the table, the parentheses below each graph name contain the optimal tour cost of the graph. The column "Best" and "Ave" show the best and the average results over 100 runs (20 for rl11849), respectively.
The figure in parentheses below each graph name represents the optimal value. Figures in parentheses next to the best and the average represent the percentages above the optimal costs ( ). The column " " shows the group standard deviation of runs. The column "Gen" represents the average generation when the final best tour appeared. The "CPU" shows the corresponding average CPU seconds on an Intel Pentium III 866-MHz PC. The bold-faced numbers represent the best among the three algorithms. In case of rl11849, our program calculated the distances between cities whenever necessary instead of using a ready-prepared distance matrix due to the lack of memory.
For lin318, both DEA and NEA found the optimal solution in every run. EEA was the best for d2103, although it spent much more time than the others. Overall, NEA outperformed the others. NEA generated tours with the same or better quality than the others for almost all the instances in the best results. The average results of NEA were better than those of the others within 1% statistical risk for the large instances such as dsj1000, pcb3038, fnl4461, and rl11849. The speed of NEA tended to become faster than that of DEA as the instances grew larger. These results clearly show that NEA searches the problem space more effectively than DEA and EEA.
EEA was inferior to the other algorithms. Actually, EEA showed poorer performance than in the original paper [33] . Watson et al. [41] also implemented EAX based on the original paper and conducted extensive experiments for att532. They reported an average tour length of 27709 and a best tour length of 27693 from 30 runs; our implementation obtained 27700.51 and 27686 on average from 100 runs, respectively.
The NX allows full freedom in the shapes of cuttings. We mentioned in Section III-C that, due to the implementation difficulty of drawing fully free curves, we had used four types of cuts: straight lines, triangles, quadrangles, and ellipses. One may wonder if an EA with arbitrarily shaped cuts is any better than an EA with only, e.g., straight lines of arbitrary slopes. We perform a simple comparison to examine this matter. First, we test each EA with only one of the four types of cuts. Second, we test the EAs with two of them. Third, we test the EAs with three of them. Finally, we test the EA with all the four types of cuts. The number of cuts remained at nine. Fig. 8 shows the average result from 50 runs for each combination with the instance d2103. The dashed line represents the average result of each of the four groups. For cosmetic reasons, we denote straight lines, triangles, quadrangles, and ellipses by L, T, Q, and E, respectively, in the figure. Although the combination "LTE" showed the best performance, it was not a general phenomenon in other instances. A clear overall tendency was the advantage of using more diverse shapes of cuts.
B. Experiments Under a Mixed Framework of EA and Large-Step Markov Chain (LSMC)
Besides crossover, the performance of an EA is also affected by other variation operators and the framework. In this subsection, we test the suggested approach in the best-known framework for TSP from the literature.
The LSMC [29] or iterated LK (ILK) [22] repeats "perturbation local optimization" starting at an initial solution. ILK is known to be one of the best approaches for TSP [22] . The LK algorithm has been typically used for local optimization. The genetic-local-search (GLS) framework by Freisleben and Merz [30] merges a generational EA and a population-based LSMC. In the framework, solutions are created by "DPX local optimization" and the other solutions are created by "mutation local optimization" in each generation where is the population size. GLS effectively uses the synergy of crossover and mutation. To the best of our knowledge, GLS has shown the best performance for TSP from the literature. We compare NX and DPX under the framework of GLS with a slight modification. Fig. 9 shows the framework used in this experiment. It incorporates the LSMC technique into a steady-state hybrid EA. Crossover or perturbation (mutation) is chosen exclusively based on a given probability . If , the crossover side generates more offspring than does the mutation side. When , it is basically the same as a GLS except that, for faster convergence, it uses a steady-state EA instead of a generational EA. The parameters of this experiment were set to be identical to those of the experiment in Section IV-A. was set to 0.5. Table II shows the experimental results. We denote by DGLS and NGLS the EAs with NX and DPX, respectively, under the mixed framework. DGLS showed better experimental results than the original GLS [30] .
Compared with DEA and NEA, the mixed frameworks became quicker as the instances became larger. DGLS overall showed better performance than DEA. NGLS produced shorter tours than NEA consuming a little more time for relatively small instances. On the other hand, for large instances such as d2103, pcb3038, fnl4461, and rl11849, NGLS produced worse tours, spending less time than NEA.
NGLS overall outperformed DGLS for almost all the instances. However, NGLS consumed more CPU time than DGLS as the instances grew larger. NX's superiority remained consistent in this experiment, too. We suspect that this is due to the minimal information loss in the encoding and the improved solution-creation power as a result of little restriction in the crossover.
C. Experiments on Various Sizes of Cuts in NEA and NGLS
In this section, we investigate how the complexity of the curves influences the performance of the EA. As the curves become more complex, crossover becomes more disruptive and generates more schemata. We tested the spectrum of performance over various values of from 1-19 with all the other parameters intact. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results for these large instances. "Quality" means the average percentage above the optimal cost over 20 runs. "Time" corresponds to the average CPU seconds on an Intel Pentium III 866 MHz PC. The most attractive was considerably different for each instance. Although the results do not suggest a particular value for , it seems desirable to have a greater than five. The running time was roughly proportional to .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We suggested a natural encoding/crossover pair that uses a 2-D tour image itself as a chromosome. The cutting curves for crossover are drawn on a 2-D tour image, and partition the chromosomal space into two regions. The theoretical validity of the suggested crossover was proved using an equivalence-class analysis. The features of the natural encoding/crossover pair are as follows.
• It is an extreme locus-based strategy with minimal information loss in the course of encoding by preserving the geographical information of an instance.
• It can create more diverse new solutions by releasing restrictions in chromosomal cutting.
• It utilizes the problem-specific knowledge (e.g., the coordinates and the geographic information).
• It can be applicable to any 2-D problems as far as they have meaningful geographical locations. We performed experiments on the proposed crossover under two frameworks-the traditional EA, and the mixed framework of the large-step Markov chain, and EA. In traditional EAs, the proposed crossover outperformed two leading crossovers in the literature. Its superiority was maintained consistently in the mixed framework, too. We do not have a definitive explanation concerning how the new crossover assists the search. It may be worthwhile to investigate the behavior of the NX with a focus on the dynamics of schemata. It may also be interesting to extend the use of the proposed crossover to another kind of problem, such as the vehicle routing problem.
